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Abstract
We explore incorporating concepts from writing skills

curricula into human-machine collaborative writing sce-
narios, focusing on adding writing modes as a control for
text generation models. Using crowd-sourced workers, we
annotate a corpus of narrative text paragraphs with writing
mode labels. Classifiers trained on this data achieve an av-
erage accuracy of ∼ 87% on held-out data. We fine-tune a
set of large language models to condition on writing mode
labels, and show that the generated text is recognized as
belonging to the specified mode with high accuracy.

1 Introduction
Large-scale pre-trained language models (PLMs) have

demonstrated a remarkable aptitude for generating text with
an exceptional degree of fluency and structure [1], sparking
renewed efforts to utilize them for the purpose of generating
narrative fiction. Recent work has explored various ways
of controlling PLMs, using sentiment [2], style [3], and
even character information [4], in an attempt to cater the
generated text to an author’s intentions.

However, the aforementioned controls deal primarily
with static attributes of text; an attribute like style is more
synonymous with an entire author or book than with a
single passage of text. Less attention has been paid to
designing effective control factors for the real demands of
human authors in collaborative writing settings, where au-
thors typically exercise more dynamic control over their
writing, at the sentence or paragraph level. Here we find
inspiration from the creative writing literature, where the
notion of a fiction writing mode is frequently presented
as an important concept to consider when crafting narrative
fiction.

A fiction-writing mode (also referred to as a rhetorical
mode) is a particular manner of writing, encapsulating the
focus, style, and pacing of the text (among other things) [5].

Summary: A boy was walking along a path in the forest,
when he came across a heap of leaves.

Mode Story

Dialogue

“Here are some leaves,” he whispered.
“They were wet when we came, and are
wet now. I'll lie them down and wait.”
“What is it?” I exclaimed.
“If you will stand still,” said my boy, “I
will show you … “

Action

He stood for a moment looking at me,
then quietly he picked up the leaves, and
carrying them in his hand, climbed to the
top of the heap, and examined them …

Description

This heap consisted of dead leaves, many
of them rotten, and still wet, with one or
two lying flat on the ground, others lying
up against the branches. The first to fall
was the one I had thought dead. It had
been crushed by the wind. …

Figure 1 Example of expanding the Summary into stories us-
ing different writing Modes. The bold words imply the particular
manner of expression in that mode. Dialogue focuses on the
utterances spoken by characters, Action on the motion of charac-
ters, and Description on the depiction of characters or places.

Figure 1 illustrates how the same event can be described
in different ways depending on the writing mode, using
the three most common types, Dialogue, Action, and De-
scription. Skilled authors proficiently use writing modes
as a stylistic choice to engage readers and progress the nar-
rative (see Section 2 for more detail). Thus, we expect
to provide the fiction-writing mode to users to control the
models to generate text with different styles.

To this end, we are faced with a challenge. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no available dataset annotated with
writing modes to train generation models. We create a Fic-
tion wRIting moDE dataset (FRIDE dataset) containing
1,736 fiction paragraphs annotated by crowd-source work-
ers with the three writing mode labels. Subsequently, we
train a classifier on the FRIDE dataset and use it to anno-
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Dia. Act. Des. Unc. Total Len.(std) Kappa

370 385 300 681 1,736 110(52) 0.64

Table 1 The number of instances for dialogue (Dia.), action
(Act.), description (Des.), and uncertain (Unc.) modes in the
dataset. Kappa is the inter-annotator agreement and Len.(std)
is the average token number in each instance and its standard
deviation.

tate paragraphs of a large fiction corpus in order to create
a larger-scale dataset. Using the established paradigm of
training conditional text generation models by summariz-
ing and reconstructing text [6], the dataset is used to train
models which can be conditioned on a writing mode label.

Through the automatic evaluation, we show: (1) the
use of writing mode labels with conditional text genera-
tion models contributes to average 1.4 and 2.0 points im-
provements on ROUGE-L and BERTScore; (2) the writing
modes of generated text are effectively controlled, and are
classified as belonging to the target mode in 87.6% of cases.

2 Fiction-Writing Mode
Fiction-writing modes have long been proposed as a use-

ful abstraction in the study of literature and creative writ-
ing [7, 5], dating as far back as Aristotle [8]. While there is
no consensus on the categorization of writing modes, most
sources prefer to introduce at least three modes: (1) Dia-
logue, direct quotation of characters speaking, (2) Action,
an account of a series of events, one after another, chrono-
logically, and (3) Description, a more detailed inspection
of people, places, or things and their properties. These are
the three major writing modes which are the focus of study
in this paper.

Just as there is no agreement on how best to categorize
writing modes, there is also no consensus on what text ex-
hibits a particular mode. Even a single sentence can exhibit
multiple writing modes, in varying degrees. However, for
the purpose of this work, we assume that each paragraph
can be categorized as exhibiting a single writing mode.

FRIDE Dataset In order to train models which gener-
ate text in a specified writing mode, we must first create a
dataset, which we refer to as Fiction-wRIting moDE dataset
(FRIDE dataset), which pairs paragraphs of narrative text
with their corresponding writing mode labels. However,
directly annotating writing modes on a large-scale narrative
dataset is expensive and time-consuming. We first collect
a modestly sized dataset from crowd-sourced workers, and

utilize it to train a writing mode classifier. The classifier
can then be used to provide high-confidence labels to a
much larger dataset of narrative text paragraphs, on a scale
suitable for training large text generation models.

Paragraphs for annotation are collected from fiction
books sourced from Project Gutenberg1）(128 books) and,
namely, for more contemporary writing, Smashwords2）

(150 books). Each book is divided into paragraphs using
Chapterize3）, and paragraphs longer than 200 words are
removed. In situations where a continuous dialogue takes
place over paragraph boundaries, we group them into a
single paragraph. Each paragraph was annotated with one
of the three aforementioned writing modes using Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT). In addition, we add a fourth cat-
egory, Uncertain, to encompass cases where the writing
mode is unclear or does not fit well into the three main
modes. All annotators were native English speakers, and
three annotators were assigned to each paragraph. Para-
graphs were assigned the majority label, or marked as un-
certain in cases where each annotator provided a different
label. We continued the annotation process until we had
approximately 1,000 instances labeled and balanced across
the three main modes (Table 1).

Writing Mode Classifier While it is possible to use
the collected data to train a model, the relatively small
pool of examples may cause the model to be sensitive to
other text characteristics unrelated to the writing mode. To
help alleviate this problem, we train a writing mode clas-
sifier and employ it to predict writing modes on a larger
collection of texts. We experiment with training three
separate classifiers, each trained by fine-tuning a differ-
ent PLM (BERT [9], XLNet [10], or RoBERTa [11]) on
the FRIDE dataset. We randomly sample 300 instances
from each type of writing mode and divide them using a
1000/100/100 train/dev/test split, with an equal number of
each label in each split. An evaluation of these models
(Table 2) shows that all models perform similarly. The
RoBERTa-based model was used as the final writing mode
classifier throughout the remainder of this paper.

FRIDE-XL Dataset In order to construct a larger
dataset of writing modes suitable for training mode-
conditional text generation models, we utilize the classifier
trained in the preceding section on a larger set of texts,

1） https://www.gutenberg.org
2） https://www.smashwords.com
3） https://github.com/JonathanReeve/chapterize
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Precision Recall F1

BERT-base 85.7 85.0 85.0
XLNet-base 84.7 84.4 84.3
RoBERTa-base 86.3 85.2 85.2

Table 2 The performance of writing mode classifiers on the
FRIDE dataset.

extending the previous text to 5,946 fiction books from
Project Gutenberg. We leverage the writing mode classi-
fier to assign a writing mode label to each paragraph of
books and randomly select 362,880 paragraphs. We refer
to this dataset as FRIDE-XL.

3 Models
We evaluate writing mode as a control factor on three

different PLM architectures: BART [12], T5 [13], and
GPT2 [14]. All models have been used previously for text
generation but differ in ways that may impact their ability
to adhere to the conditioning information and the quality of
the generated text. For instance, the larger parameter size
and contextual window size of GPT2 has made it a common
choice for story generation with long text [15, 16, 17], but
smaller models like T5 show great controllability [18].
We assess each of these three models, fine-tuning them to
reconstruct paragraphs from the FRIDE-XL dataset.

For training conditional text generation models, we fol-
low an established paradigm of summarization, condition-
ing, and reconstruction [6]. First, each paragraph is sum-
marized using an existing summarization model. Here we
use the narrative text summarization [19], and decode us-
ing beam search with a beam size of 5 as in that work. We
then fine-tune a PLM to reconstruct the original paragraph,
conditioning on the summary. In this way, the summary
acts as a semantic control: the trained model accepts user
summaries and attempts to expand upon them to generate a
longer paragraph, embellishing missing and less important
details in a reasonable way.

Other forms of information can also be added to the sum-
maries to function as additional controls. The conditioning
factors provided to models are:

• Summary, generated from the paragraph by a pre-
trained model.

• Context, the preceding paragraph.
• Length, the number of tokens in the paragraph di-

vided into ten equally-sized bins.
• Writing Mode, the mode assigned to the paragraph

by the classifier as described in Sec. 2.

For T5 and BART, the training methodology is straight-
forward: we concatenate the controlling information and
use it as input to the encoder, training the decoder to gen-
erate the original paragraph. For GPT2, which has only a
decoder, we concatenate the conditions as prompts.

4 Automatic Evaluation
In this section, we study the influence of model inputs

(e.g., summaries, length, and writing modes) on the text
quality, and assess to what extent the writing modes of text
can be controlled, as measured by automatic metrics.

4.1 Baseline Models

In addition to ablations of our proposed models, we
compare against three baseline systems:

GPT2 We finetune GPT2 [14] identically to our pro-
posed system, but using only the preceding paragraph and
without other inputs.

PPLM As conventional training requires lots of anno-
tated data, an attribute classifier is employed to guide the
pretrained language model to generate text with specified
attributes [20] . To adapt the PPLM to our task, we train
a writing mode classifier as the attribute classifier on the
FRIDE dataset. As the writing modes of preceding para-
graphs would interfere with the classifier, the PPLM does
not take the preceding paragraphs as context.

FIST A system [21] which utilizes keywords instead
of summaries to sketch the semantic content of the desired
stories is proposed. As there is no prompt in our dataset,
following their idea, we infer the keywords from the lead-
ing context (the preceding paragraphs) and then generate
stories conditioning on the context and keywords.

4.2 Results

We evaluate the models along three axes: fluency, simi-
larity, and controllability, using the test set of the FRIDE-
XL dataset. The results of our automatic evaluation are
shown in Table 3.

Fluency We evaluate fluency using perplexity com-
puted by the pre-trained GPT2 model. We find that there
is an average 0.8 decrease in perplexity when summaries
are added and 1.2 increase when writing modes are added.

Similarity We evaluate the similarity of the generated
texts to the target texts using BLEU-4 [22], ROUGE-L [23],
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Model Inputs Quality Controllability (Accuracy)

L S M PPL ↓ B4 ↑ RL ↑ BS ↑ Dialogue Action Description

GPT2 24.41 0.95 15.02 45.61 73.33 20.28 21.67
FIST 3 23.68 0.99 15.41 45.97 85.00 41.11 46.94
PPLM 3 24.10 1.07 14.50 42.84 93.05 32.22 49.72

GPT2

3 19.29 1.06 15.74 46.33 72.50 22.78 22.50
3 3 18.84 1.14 15.97 46.70 83.33 38.61 45.56
3 3 20.29 1.09 16.00 46.82 97.78 67.78 71.11
3 3 3 19.89 1.16 16.10 47.28 98.06 75.00 79.72

T5

3 24.98 1.14 16.22 46.42 67.78 25.28 23.61
3 3 23.80 1.21 16.32 46.78 80.56 47.78 46.67
3 3 26.12 1.16 16.30 47.07 99.44 85.00 78.33
3 3 3 25.06 1.20 16.52 47.10 98.33 83.61 83.06

BART

3 23.87 1.07 16.19 46.32 69.44 19.17 18.33
3 3 23.49 1.17 16.33 47.12 86.67 47.78 48.89
3 3 25.44 1.11 16.25 47.30 98.06 82.50 88.06
3 3 3 24.24 1.20 16.27 47.30 97.78 85.56 82.78

Table 3 Automatic evaluation on quality and controllability as model inputs (summaries (S), length (L), and writing modes (M))
vary. Quality is evaluated by perplexity (PPL), BLEU-4 (B4), ROUGE-L (RL), BERTScore (BS), and controllability is measured by
the accuracy of the generated stories matching the specified writing mode. controlling the writing modes of stories when the writing
modes (M) are specified as Dialogue, Action, and Description. The inputs such as summaries (S), length (L), and writing modes (M)
for the evaluation of quality and controllability are respectively inferred from the leading context and the target stories.

and BERTScore [24]. We observe a consistent improve-
ment across all models as the amount of conditioning con-
text increases, and that the models using writing mode
factors outperform those without.

Controllability Lastly, we evaluate the controllability
of mode-controlled models. For each paragraph, a target
writing mode is chosen using the writing mode classifier,
and used as conditioning for a text generation model. The
classifier is then used to predict the writing mode of the
generated text, and we measure the accuracy of generating
stories with the specified writing modes.

On average, including writing mode as condition im-
proves the accuracy of generating text which is classified
as that mode, but the effect varies drastically by the specific
mode. For Action and Description modes, the inclusion
of writing mode conditioning improves accuracy on aver-
age by 45.4% and 45.6%, respectively, compared to none
mode-conditioned models. For dialogue, the improvement
is 21.5%, relatively lower.

It is interesting to note that the inclusion of summaries to
the length-only model results in significant improvements
to the controllability of the text. This implies that the pre-
trained models are able to naturally infer the intended writ-
ing mode from the summaries to some degree, with modest
accuracy (∼ 44%) on average for Action and Description

modes, and up to 86% on Dialogue with BART. Sum-
maries may contain some cues about the intended modes,
especially, the summaries for Dialogue have strong cues
(said, replied, argued, ...) in most cases. However, the
consistently significant increase of accuracy scores when
conditioning on writing modes illustrates the effectiveness
of modes as a control factor.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we introduced writing modes as a con-

trol for human-machine collaborative writing scenarios and
showed that training models to condition on writing modes
resulted in stories that were closer to targets. The auto-
matic evaluation shows that the writing modes of text are
effectively controlled. To control text generation, we col-
lected FRIDE and FRIDE-XL, datasets of narrative text
annotated with writing modes, which we released to help
facilitate further research in writing modes and fine-grained
control for storytelling.
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